#MacroSW Transcript

Healthcare social media transcript of the #MacroSW hashtag. Thu, January 18th 2018, 9:00PM - Thu, January 18th 2018, 10:10PM (America/New_York). See #MacroSW Influencers.

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Guess who's back? #MacroSW! Okay, that's probably "Guess what's back?" but you get it https://t.co/E8WgMxgrXU

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome to #MacroSW chat! Did you miss us? :) https://t.co/avFeoHLuog

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! Did you miss us? :) https://t.co/avFeoHLuog

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacros
RT @spcummings: Guess who's back? #MacroSW! Okay, that's probably "Guess what's back?" but you get it https://t.co/E8WgMxgrXU

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Guess who's back? #MacroSW! Okay, that's probably "Guess what's back?" but you get it https://t.co/E8WgMxgrXU

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question answers. In addition, this week we will also have general Q & A after Q3.

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question and...

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacros
RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xFvuu #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/bD9W3YAplbv #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelhitchcock @porndaughter @spcummings, and our new chat contributor is @AlyssaLotmore!

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelhitchcock @porndaughter @spcu...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelhitchcock @porndaughter @spcu...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Interested in getting more involved with #MacroSW? Learn about opportunities here: https://t.co/tsM8zhX9EK and check out our previous guest experts here: https://t.co/oKSfjBXUbo

an hour ago

Alyssa Lotmore @alyssalotmore
RT @karenzgoda: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelHitchcock @porndaughter @spcu…
an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Interested in getting more involved with #MacroSW? Learn about opportunities here: https://t.co/tsM8zhX9EK and check out our previous guest experts here: https://t.co/oKSfjBXUbo

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Let’s start w/ introductions. I’m Karen Zgoda, #MacroSW #swtech @publicpolicyumb PhD student @McCormackGrad @UMassBoston!
an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Let’s start w/ introductions. I’m Karen Zgoda, #MacroSW #swtech @publicpolicyumb PhD student @McCormackGrad @UMassBoston!
an hour ago

Wendy Aguirre Graham @wendyjograham
RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/bD9W3YApbv #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
I did! Good stuff! #MacroSW https://t.co/UbzW9yPL0X

an hour ago

Fae Johnstone @faejohnstone
I don’t usually join in but have often kept an eye on the #MacroSW chats! Have y’all ever done one or considered doing one around LGBRQ identities or trans identities specifically and implications from a MacroSW approach?❤️✨
an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @karenzgoda: Interested in getting more involved with #MacroSW? Learn about opportunities here: https://t.co/tsM8zhX9EK and check out our previous guest experts here: https://t.co/oKSfjBXUbo

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @FaeJohnstone: I don’t usually join in but have often kept an eye on the #MacroSW chats! Have y’all ever done one or considered doing one around LGBRQ identities or trans identities specifically and implications from a MacroSW approach?❤️✨
an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: I did! Good stuff! #MacroSW https://t.co/UbzW9yPL0X

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
Hello Everyone #MacroSW

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @FaeJohnstone: I don’t usually join in but have often kept an eye on the #MacroSW chats! Have y’all ever done one or considered doing one around LGBRQ identities or trans identities specifically and implications from a MacroSW approach?❤️✨
an hour ago

Praxis Podcast @praxispod
Hey all, I’m Zane, MSW student at Wichita State University :) #MacroSW

an hour ago

We$tEndW@X @comrade_wax
RT @karenzgoda: Interested in getting more involved with #MacroSW? Learn about opportunities here: https://t.co/tsM8zhX9EK and check out our previous guest experts here: https://t.co/oKSfjBXUbo

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
Nice to see #MacroSW back in action in 2018! Hope everyone had a wonderful Holiday & good start of the new year.
an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@MarshAlesia Welcome back to #MacroSW Christina!
an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
Hi, glad to be back with the weekly #MacroSW chats! I’m Pat Shelly with@UBSSW. Welcome, @DrTSharpe! And hello, @karenzgoda https://t.co/t7x26VmEIE
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: Hello Everyone #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@DrTSharpe Hello and thank you for joining us #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @PraxisPod: Hey all, I'm Zane, MSW student at Wichita State University :) #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Nice to see #MacroSW back in action in 2018! Hope everyone had a wonderful Holiday & good start of the new year.

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
Hey, thanks Karen. Interesting topic tonight #MacroSW https://t.co/shgzGQ7HmM

We$tEndW@x @comrade_wax
Hello! I'm Dave and I'm a student at the University of Louisville #MacroSW

Melanie Baker, MSW @mcbaker67
Hi all! I am a doctoral student at USC ...glad to be here this evening in your chat #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@FaeJohnstone Great topic - #transgender people! Direct message me - I'll follow up on this for the #macrosw partners!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Hi, glad to be back with the weekly #MacroSW chats! I'm Pat Shelly with@UBSSW. Welcome, @DrTSharpe ! And hello, @karenzgoda http…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @DrTSharpe Hello and thank you for joining us #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: Hey, thanks Karen. Interesting topic tonight #MacroSW https://t.co/shgzGQ7HmM

Katheren @dunekat14
Greetings! I’m a #USCMSW Alum & current Internship Project Manager for @Sisgigroup #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome Dave! #MacroSW https://t.co/LJVNhKvLfD

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MCBaker67: Hi all! I am a doctoral student at USC ...glad to be here this evening in your chat #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@MCBaker67 Welcome to #MacroSW!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @FaeJohnstone Great topic - #transgender people! Direct message me - I’ll follow up on this for the #macrosw partners!

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
Hello, and glad to be back! Yes, I missed you. Sunya Folayan, creative macropractitioner. Phd student on pause :) Joyful #MacroSW chat partner.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight's chat features the fantastic research of guest expert Tanya Sharpe, Ph.D. (@DrTSharpe): https://t.co/8KhMgmbAxB #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Hello, and glad to be back! Yes, I missed you. Sunya Folayan, creative macropractitioner. Phd student on pause :) Joyful…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight's chat features the fantastic research of guest expert Tanya Sharpe, Ph.D. (@DrTSharpe): https://t.co/8KhMgmbAzB #M…

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
2018 is gonna be great it's in the stars! 😊 #MacroSW https://t.co/By0H7TqSL

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s chat features the fantastic research of guest expert Tanya Sharpe, Ph.D. (@DrTSharpe): https://t.co/8KhMgmbAzB #M…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Good evening, everyone! I’m Stephen, #MacroSW partner and clinical assist prof at the University of Iowa School of Social Work https://t.co/LOFLnNDv

Alyssa Lotmore @alyssalotmore
Hi everyone, I’m Alyssa, an LMSW who works at UAlbany SSW. I co-host @socialworkersfm, which is a radio show that focuses on #socialwork topics - sharing expertise, information, and resources with the public. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@SunyaFolayan Hello and good to see you! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q1: @DrTSharpe, can you describe the landscape of homicide violence in 2017? #MacroSW

Shakesha Stirling @veterinaryswk
Hello, I’m a BSW student from the University of Detroit Mercy. First time here! :) #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: @DrTSharpe, can you describe the landscape of homicide violence in 2017? #MacroSW

Gina Beach @ginaheathbeach
Hello:) I’m an MSW student at UB. My first time as well! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s chat features the fantastic research of guest expert Tanya Sharpe, Ph.D. (@DrTSharpe): https://t.co/8KhMgmbAzB #M…

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: @DrTSharpe, can you describe the landscape of homicide violence in 2017? #MacroSW

Lisa Du Breuil @lisajdubreuil
RT @VilissaThompson: Nice to see #MacroSW back in action in 2018! Hope everyone had a wonderful Holiday & good start of the new year.

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @DrTSharpe: Hello Everyone #MacroSW

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
Homicide is a persistent health disparity maintained by structural inequities that disproportionately impact Black males in the US #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@VeterinarySWK And we know you’ll be back - once a #MacroSW chat participant, always-or-pretty-often-if-not-every-week participant!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: Homicide is a persistent health disparity maintained by structural inequities that disproportionately impact Black males in…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
#MacroSW Hi!

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: @DrTSharpe, can you describe the landscape of homicide violence in 2017? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@ginahbeach Great to have you here, Gina #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: Homicide is a persistent health disparity maintained by structural inequities that disproportionately impact Black males in…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: @DrTSharpe, can you describe the landscape of homicide violence in 2017? #MacroSW

Katherine @dunekat14
RT @DrTSharpe: Homicide is a persistent health disparity maintained by structural inequities that disproportionately impact Black males in…

NonBinaryAndTired @elijahblass
RT @DrTSharpe: Homicide is a persistent health disparity maintained by structural inequities that disproportionately impact Black males in…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @DrTSharpe: Homicide is a persistent health disparity maintained by structural inequities that disproportionately impact Black males in…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Special #MacroSW welcome to all our students tonight! https://t.co/CYeUGzZgQE

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
While there continue to be discrepancies relevant to the rise and fall of US murdered victims, predominantly urban communities of color like St. Louis, Baltimore, New Orleans and Detroit have seen an increase in homicide violence #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Special #MacroSW welcome to all our students tonight! https://t.co/CYeUGzZgQE

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Hi everyone, I'm Alyssa, an LMSW who works at UAlbany SSW. I co-host @socialworkersfm, which is a radio show that focuse…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Good evening, everyone! I'm Stephen, #MacroSW partner and clinical assist prof at the University of Iowa School of Social W…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @DrTSharpe: Homicide is a persistent health disparity maintained by structural inequities that disproportionately impact Black males in…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: While there continue to be discrepancies relevant to the rise and fall of US murdered victims, predominantly urban communiti…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @DrTSharpe: Homicide is a persistent health disparity maintained by structural inequities that disproportionately impact Black males in…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Murder Is Up Again In 2017, But Not As Much As Last Year https://t.co/d5jm2WizK4 #MacroSW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @ubssw</strong></td>
<td>RT @karenzgoda: Murder Is Up Again In 2017, But Not As Much As Last Year [Link] #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WeStEndW@X @comrade_wax</strong></td>
<td>RT @karenzgoda: Special #MacroSW welcome to all our students tonight! [Link] #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda</strong></td>
<td>Crime in 2017: A Preliminary Analysis via @brennancenter [Link] #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe</strong></td>
<td>While these statistics are important, I don’t want us to lose sight of the countless family...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @ubssw</strong></td>
<td>RT @karenzgoda: Crime in 2017: A Preliminary Analysis via @brennancenter [Link] #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @ubssw</strong></td>
<td>RT @DrTSharpe: While these statistics are important, I don’t want us to lose sight of the...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw</strong></td>
<td>RT @DrTSharpe: While there continue to be discrepancies relevant to the...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda</strong></td>
<td>Daily chart: Murder rates in 50 American cities [Link] @TheEconomist #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda</strong></td>
<td>FastStats - Homicide [Link] @CDCgov #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw</strong></td>
<td>RT @karenzgoda: Murder Is Up Again In 2017, But Not As Much As Last Year [Link] #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @ubssw</strong></td>
<td>RT @karenzgoda: Daily chart: Murder rates in 50 American cities [Link] @TheEconomist #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Praxis Podcast @praxispod</strong></td>
<td>RT @DrTSharpe: While these statistics are important, I don’t want us to lose sight of the...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stephen Cummings @spcumming</strong></td>
<td>RT @karenzgoda: Crime in 2017: A Preliminary Analysis via @brennancenter [Link] #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @ubssw</strong></td>
<td>RT @karenzgoda: FastStats - Homicide [Link] @CDCgov #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kathern @dunekat14</strong></td>
<td>A1: @DrTSharpe Absolutely - I witnessed this during my years as a police officer #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda</strong></td>
<td>RT @DrTSharpe: While there continue to be discrepancies relevant to the rise and fall of...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda</strong></td>
<td>RT @DrTSharpe: While these statistics are important, I don’t want us to lose sight of the...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @ubssw</strong></td>
<td>RT @DuneKat14: A1: @DrTSharpe Absolutely - I witnessed this during my years as a police officer #macrosw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RT @karenzgoda: Daily chart: Murder rates in 50 American cities https://t.co/LBqLTDf5kE via @TheEconomist #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: Daily chart: Murder rates in 50 American cities https://t.co/LBqLTDf5kE via @TheEconomist #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: FastStats - Homicide https://t.co/4qLu1QySdC via @CDCgov #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: FastStats - Homicide https://t.co/4qLu1QySdC via @CDCgov #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: FastStats - Homicide https://t.co/4qLu1QySdC via @CDCgov #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: FastStats - Homicide https://t.co/4qLu1QySdC via @CDCgov #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: FastStats - Homicide https://t.co/4qLu1QySdC via @CDCgov #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: FastStats - Homicide https://t.co/4qLu1QySdC via @CDCgov #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: FastStats - Homicide https://t.co/4qLu1QySdC via @CDCgov #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: FastStats - Homicide https://t.co/4qLu1QySdC via @CDCgov #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings

Kathering @dunekat14

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw

Dr. Jodi J Frey @jodijfrey

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw

Dr. Jodi J Frey @jodijfrey

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda @nancy_kusmaul Welcome back Nancy! #MacroSW

We$EndW@X @comrade_wax

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda Q2 ready to go in 1 minute! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw

Melanie Baker, MSW @mbaker67

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda Q2: @DrTSharpe, what are the factors that contribute to homicide violence? #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @villisathompson

Vilissa Thompson @villisathompson

Vilissa Thompson @villisathompson

Vilissa Thompson @villisathompson
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: @DrTSharpe, what are the factors that contribute to homicide violence? #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: @DrTSharpe, what are the factors that contribute to homicide violence? #MacroSW

ということтома @tocochin73
RT @karenzgoda: Daily chart: Murder rates in 50 American cities https://t.co/LBqLTF5kE via @TheEconomist #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrow
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: @DrTSharpe, what are the factors that contribute to homicide violence? #MacroSW

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: @DrTSharpe, what are the factors that contribute to homicide violence? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: @DrTSharpe, what are the factors that contribute to homicide violence? #MacroSW

We$tEndW@X @comrade_wax
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: @DrTSharpe, what are the factors that contribute to homicide violence? #MacroSW

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
A2 Poverty is a factor, as well as violence amongst gang members. #MacroSW

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
My quip response is “it’s complicated” and researchers have not been able to empirically answer this however, through my work with the homicide research consortium we want to elevate research in this area #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: My quip response is “it’s complicated” and researchers have not been able to empirically answer this however, through my wor...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: My quip response is “it’s complicated” and researchers have not been able to empirically answer this however, through my wor...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
More about @DrTSharpe’s Homicide Research Consortium. #MacroSW https://t.co/sQbtpMP1VG

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrow
RT @DrTSharpe: While these statistics are important, I don’t want us to lose sight of the countless family members and friends faced with t...

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @DrTSharpe: My quip response is “it’s complicated” and researchers have not been able to empirically answer this however, through my wor...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: More about @DrTSharpe’s Homicide Research Consortium. #MacroSW https://t.co/sQbtpMP1VG

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VeterinarySWK: A2 Poverty is a factor, as well as violence amongst gang members. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrow
RT @DrTSharpe: My quip response is “it’s complicated” and researchers have not been able to empirically answer this however, through my wor...

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @VeterinarySWK: A2 Poverty is a factor, as well as violence amongst gang members. #MacroSW
Dr. Jodi J Frey @jodijfrey
@mdsocialwork @UMBaltimore https://t.co/T9tXVm1sdW

Vilissa Thompson @villissathompson
RT @karenzgoda: More about @DrTSharpe's Homicide Research Consortium. #MacroSW https://t.co/sQbtpMP1VG

Vilissa Thompson @villissathompson
RT @DrTSharpe: My quip response is “it’s complicated” and researchers have not been able to empirically answer this however, through my wor…

Shakesha Stirling @veterinaryswk
RT @karenzgoda: More about @DrTSharpe's Homicide Research Consortium. #MacroSW https://t.co/sQbtpMP1VG

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
IMO (1) Easy accessibility to firearms due to current gun legislation (2) Race based structural inequality that dictates the allocation of resources, education, employment opportunities, and housing UNEVENLY throughout the US for people of color are contributing factors. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
What Causes Someone to Act on Violent Impulses and Commit Murder? https://t.co/eOOorspDXx via @sciamed #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: More about @DrTSharpe's Homicide Research Consortium. #MacroSW https://t.co/sQbtpMP1VG

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: IMO (1) Easy accessibility to firearms due to current gun legislation (2) Race based structural inequality that dictates the…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@DrTSharpe A2 In looking over some stats the homicide by gun rate really were telling, I think! #MacroSW

Katherine @kdunekat14
RT @karenzgoda: More about @DrTSharpe's Homicide Research Consortium. #MacroSW https://t.co/sQbtpMP1VG

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: What Causes Someone to Act on Violent Impulses and Commit Murder? https://t.co/eOOorspDXx via @sciamed #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @DrTSharpe: IMO (1) Easy accessibility to firearms due to current gun legislation (2) Race based structural inequality that dictates the…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: IMO (1) Easy accessibility to firearms due to current gun legislation (2) Race based structural inequality that dictates the…

Katherine @kdunekat14
RT @DrTSharpe: IMO (1) Easy accessibility to firearms due to current gun legislation (2) Race based structural inequality that dictates the…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @DrTSharpe A2 In looking over some stats the homicide by gun rate really were telling, I think! #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@profragsdale Great to see you tonight Rhonda! Were just about to start Q3. #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@profragsdale Welcome Rhonda - we like your #SaturdaySchool! #MacroSW

an hour ago

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @DrKristie: What Social Workers are saying right now: #macrow #socialwork https://t.co/WS8ls2PltB https://t.co/CIfjA61E JW

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q3: @DrTSharpe, what can social workers do to address homicide violence and violent victimization? #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: @DrTSharpe, what can social workers do to address homicide violence and violent victimization? #MacroSW

an hour ago

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
RT @DrKristie: What Social Workers are saying right now: #macrow #socialwork https://t.co/WS8ls2PltB https://t.co/CIfjA61E JW

an hour ago

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
Exactly! These common factors reside within mutual inequity that impact well-being #MacroSW https://t.co/ejEaeO3MXo

an hour ago

We$tEndW@X @comrade_wax
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: @DrTSharpe, what can social workers do to address homicide violence and violent victimization? #MacroSW

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: Exactly! These common factors reside within mutual inequity that impact well-being #MacroSW https://t.co/ejEaeO3MXo

an hour ago

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @DrTSharpe: Exactly! These common factors reside within mutual inequity that impact well-being #MacroSW https://t.co/ejEaeO3MXo

an hour ago

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
At the end of the day we must be prepared to ASSESS, APPLY and ACT. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: @DrTSharpe, what can social workers do to address homicide violence and violent victimization? #MacroSW

an hour ago

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
RT @DrTSharpe: Other factors include police violence, alternative economic prosperity (e.g., gang violence, drug distribution), which are a…

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrow
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: @DrTSharpe, what can social workers do to address homicide violence and violent victimization? #MacroSW

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrow
RT @DrTSharpe: Exactly! These common factors reside within mutual inequity that impact well-being #MacroSW https://t.co/ejEaeO3MXo

an hour ago

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
RT @DrTSharpe: IMO (1) Easy accessibility to firearms due to current gun legislation (2) Race based structural inequality that dictates the…

an hour ago

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: @DrTSharpe, what can social workers do to address homicide violence and violent victimization? #MacroSW

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: At the end of the day we must be prepared to ASSESS, APPLY and ACT. #MacroSW

an hour ago
We$tEndW@X @comrade_wax
RT @DrTSharpe: At the end of the day we must be prepared to ASSESS, APPLY and ACT. #MacroSW

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @DrTSharpe: At the end of the day we must be prepared to ASSESS, APPLY and ACT. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @DrTSharpe: At the end of the day we must be prepared to ASSESS, APPLY and ACT. #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: @DrTSharpe, what can social workers do to address homicide violence and violent victimization? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @DrTSharpe: At the end of the day we must be prepared to ASSESS, APPLY and ACT. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubsw
RT @DrTSharpe: Exactly! These common factors reside within mutual inequity that impact well-being #MacroSW https://t.co/ejEaeO3MXo

UB-Social Work @ubsw
RT @DrTSharpe: At the end of the day we must be prepared to ASSESS, APPLY and ACT. #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @alyssalotmore
This shows that our work can never be ‘only micro’. You cannot simply work with individuals w/out making an effort to change the macro-level issues. #MacroSW https://t.co/5FJSwTILNY

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
We must develop and engage in RESEARCH that allows us to ASSESS the intersectionality of homicide violence and racial inequity... #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Homicide Studies Journal https://t.co/rkOV6emDzR via @SAGEcriminology #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @AlyssaLotmore: This shows that our work can never be ‘only micro’. You cannot simply work with individuals w/out making an effort to ch...

Kathern @dunekat14
A3 @DrTSharpe I know some police depts are now hiring socialworkers to work hand in hand on cases. #macrow

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
...for the purpose of APPLYING this knowledge to develop a set of culturally responsive interventions that can best assist survivors of homicide victims in coping with the murder of their loved one. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: This shows that our work can never be ‘only micro’. You cannot simply work with individuals w/out making an effort to ch...

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @AlyssaLotmore: This shows that our work can never be ‘only micro’. You cannot simply work with individuals w/out making an effort to ch...

UB-Social Work @ubsw
RT @AlyssaLotmore: This shows that our work can never be ‘only micro’. You cannot simply work with individuals w/out making an effort to ch...

UB-Social Work @ubsw
RT @DrTSharpe: We must develop and engage in RESEARCH that allows us to ASSESS the intersectionality of homicide violence and racial inequi...

UB-Social Work @ubsw
RT @karenzgoda: Homicide Studies Journal https://t.co/rkOV6emDzR via @SAGEcriminology #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DuneKat14: A3 @DrTSharpe I know some police depts are now hiring #socialworkers to work hand in hand on cases. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: ...for the purpose of APPLYING this knowledge to develop a set of culturally responsive interventions that can best assist…

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @karenzgoda: Homicide Studies Journal https://t.co/rkOV6emDzR via @SAGEcriminology #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@AlyssaLotmore #MacroSW https://t.co/AFi4XyJ6gY

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @DrTSharpe: We must develop and engage in RESEARCH that allows us to ASSESS the intersectionality of homicide violence and racial inequi…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: We must develop and engage in RESEARCH that allows us to ASSESS the intersectionality of homicide violence and racial inequi…

Melanie Baker, MSW @mcbaker67
RT @DuneKat14: A3 @DrTSharpe I know some police depts are now hiring #socialworkers to work hand in hand on cases. #macrosw

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
Continued research relevant to the influence of racialized structures on homicide violence and victimization allows us to take ACTION… #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @karenzgoda: Homicide Studies Journal https://t.co/rkOV6emDzR via @SAGEcriminology #MacroSW

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @DrTSharpe: ...for the purpose of APPLYING this knowledge to develop a set of culturally responsive interventions that can best assist…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DuneKat14: A3 @DrTSharpe I know some police depts are now hiring #socialworkers to work hand in hand on cases. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: Continued research relevant to the influence of racialized structures on homicide violence and victimization allows us to ta…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: ...for the purpose of APPLYING this knowledge to develop a set of culturally responsive interventions that can best assist…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @DrTSharpe: ...for the purpose of APPLYING this knowledge to develop a set of culturally responsive interventions that can best assist…

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @DrTSharpe: ...for the purpose of APPLYING this knowledge to develop a set of culturally responsive interventions that can best assist…

The Homicide Studies Journal also has podcasts: https://t.co/7C5UCHENSO via @SAGEcriminology #MacroSW

Rhonda Ragsdale @profragsdale
@UBSSW Thank u! I think we need to add #SoJustSocialWork or #SoJustSW to the #SoJustHashtags collection of #SaturdaySchool topics this year! #MacroSW

Praxis Podcast @praxispod
@DrTSharpe are there "political" barriers to getting funding and support for research that will advance our knowledge? #MacroSW

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
ACTION in the form of the development of policies that can address homicide related injustices such as police brutality, stop and frisk laws, inadequate and inequitable housing, access to jobs, quality education and quality health care #MacroSW
Continued research relevant to the influence of racialized structures on homicide violence and victimization allows us to ta…

Thank u! I think we need to add #SoJustSocialWork or #SoJustSW to the #SoJustHashtags collection of #SaturdaySchool.

ACTION in the form of the development of policies that can address homicide related injustices such as police brutality, st…

These are the structural inequities that often contribute to the cycle of homicide violence and victimization #MacroSW

RT @profragsdale: These are the structural inequities that often contribute to the cycle of homicide violence and victimization #MacroSW

@UBSSW Thank u! I think we need to add #SoJustSocialWork or #SoJustSW to the #SoJustHashtags collection of #SaturdaySchool.

RT @DrTSharpe: These are the structural inequities that often contribute to the cycle of homicide violence and victimization #MacroSW

Are there "political" barriers to getting funding and support for research that will advance our knowledge? #MacroSW

These are the structural inequities that often contribute to the cycle of homicide violence and victimization #MacroSW

Homicide Studies Journal also has podcasts: https://t.co/7C5UCHENSO via @SAGEcriminology #MacroSW

Homicide Studies Journal https://t.co/rkOV6emDzR via @SAGEcriminology #MacroSW

RT @DrTSharpe: ACTION in the form of the development of policies that can address homicide related injustices such as police brutality, st…

RT @DrTSharpe: ACTION in the form of the development of policies that can address homicide related injustices such as police brutality, st…
A3: The relationship between citizens and law enforcement needs to be improved. Trust has diminished through the years. #MacroSW

RT @DrTSharpe: Indeed there are. However, strategic, creative and the ability to diversify your funding portfolio is key #MacroSW https://t.co/B0ZTzNGBhT

RT @PraxisPod: @DrTSharpe are there "political" barriers to getting funding and support for research that will advance our knowledge? #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: The Homicide Studies Journal also has podcasts: https://t.co/7C5UCHENSO via @SAGEcriminology #MacroSW

The relationship between citizens and law enforcement needs to be improved. Trust has diminished through the years.

I believe that there are barriers within the political system to getting funding and support and that is sad. https://t.co/yLeStlpxEk

The relationship between citizens and law enforcement needs to be improved. Trust has diminished through the years.

The relationship between citizens and law enforcement needs to be improved. Trust has diminished through the years.

The relationship between citizens and law enforcement needs to be improved. Trust has diminished through the years.

The relationship between citizens and law enforcement needs to be improved. Trust has diminished through the years.

The relationship between citizens and law enforcement needs to be improved. Trust has diminished through the years.

The relationship between citizens and law enforcement needs to be improved. Trust has diminished through the years.

The relationship between citizens and law enforcement needs to be improved. Trust has diminished through the years.

The relationship between citizens and law enforcement needs to be improved. Trust has diminished through the years.
RT @DrTSharpe: These are the structural inequities that often contribute to the cycle of homicide violence and victimization #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Now we'll do something a little different. I'd like to open the floor to Q & A with @DrTSharpe. She may not get to every question or have every answer at her fingertips, but we will make the most of the remaining chat time! #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @villisathompson
RT @DrTSharpe: Continued research relevant to the influence of racialized structures on homicide violence and victimization allows us to ta…

Vilissa Thompson @villisathompson
RT @DrTSharpe: ACTION in the form of the development of policies that can address homicide related injustices such as police brutality, st…

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @DrTSharpe: ACTION in the form of the development of policies that can address homicide related injustices such as police brutality, st…

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @DrTSharpe: Indeed there are. However, strategic, creative and the ability to diversify your funding portfolio is key #MacroSW https://t…

Vilissa Thompson @villisathompson
RT @DrTSharpe: ...for the purpose of APPLYING this knowledge to develop a set of culturally responsive interventions that can best assist…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CL_Davis: #MacroSW https://t.co/Y8uz6NRS1F

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Now we’ll do something a little different. I’d like to open the floor to Q & A with @DrTSharpe. She may not get to every qu…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: The Homicide Studies Journal also has podcasts: https://t.co/7C5UCHENSO via @SAGEcriminology #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @villisathompson
This right here. #MacroSW https://t.co/P3imKFdwB6

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @karenzgoda: Now we’ll do something a little different. I’d like to open the floor to Q & A with @DrTSharpe. She may not get to every qu…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: This right here. #MacroSW https://t.co/P3imKFdwB6

Laurel I Hitchcock @laurelhitchcock
@karenzgoda @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings @AlyssaLotmore That is one fine list of #MacroSW social workers! @OfficialMacroSW

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @karenzgoda: Now we'll do something a little different. I'd like to open the floor to Q & A with @DrTSharpe. She may not get to every qu…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Maybe even a #MacroSW podcast... 😏 https://t.co/TU4Xgw2sv

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
RT @laurelhitchcock: @karenzgoda @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings @AlyssaLotmore That is 0…

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @VilissaThompson: This right here. #MacroSW https://t.co/P3imKFdwB6

UB-Social Work @ubssw
. @DrTSharpe Your research involves work with family members of people murdered - can you say more about this? #MacroSW #Traum #PTSD

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VilissaThompson: This right here. #MacroSW https://t.co/P3imKFdwB6

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
I agree, at the end of the day it is very much about relationships, this is why police and community engagement is fundamental to address police and community relations as well as continuing to uplift, support, fund and evaluate programs like @SafeStreetsBalt #MacroSW https://t.co/yliqWh5C3oD

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Maybe even a #MacroSW podcast... 😊 https://t.co/TU4Xgw2scv

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
yes! #MacroSW https://t.co/8mXe5NcAdE

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: I agree, at the end of the day it is very much about relationships, this is why police and community engagement is fundamental…

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
RT @DrTSharpe: I agree, at the end of the day it is very much about relationships, this is why police and community engagement is fundamental…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @DrTSharpe: I agree, at the end of the day it is very much about relationships, this is why police and community engagement is fundament…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @UBSSW: .. @DrTSharpe Your research involves work with family members of people murdered - can you say more about this? #MacroSW #Traum…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: I agree, at the end of the day it is very much about relationships, this is why police and community engagement is fundament…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: yes! #MacroSW https://t.co/8mXe5NcAdE

Kathern @dunekat14
@DrTSharpe In the 1990’s a study was done in my home town of Madison WI "Driving While Black" have you heard of it? #macrosw

Alyssa Lotmore @alyssalotmore
There is a physical, mental and emotional toll from structural inequalities. The macro work is critical, but here is where the micro work is needed too... to work with individuals. Strength-based approaches, empowerment, connection to resources, etc. #MacroSW https://t.co/MwkDaltc8g

C.L. Davis @cl_davis
RT @karenzgoda: The Homicide Studies Journal also has podcasts: https://t.co/TC5UCHENSO via @SAGEcriminology #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DuneKat14: @DrTSharpe In the 1990’s a study was done in my home town of Madison WI "Driving While Black" have you heard of it? #macrosw

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @AlyssaLotmore: There is a physical, mental and emotional toll from structural inequalities. The macro work is critical, but here is whe…

Amber Says... @ambersaysshine
How am I just now learning about the #MacroSW thang? HAVE I BEEN UNDER A ROCK?!? Gah, I hate missing out. So many posts to read and get fired up about!
#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @AlyssaLotmore: There is a physical, mental and emotional toll from structural inequalities. The macro work is critical, but here is whe...

Melanie Baker, MSW @mcbaker67
RT @DuneKat14: @DrTSharpe In the 1990's a study was done in my home town of Madison WI "Driving While Black" have you heard of it? #macrosw

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @AlyssaLotmore: There is a physical, mental and emotional toll from structural inequalities. The macro work is critical, but here is whe...

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
I mean why not? Lots of podcasts regarding micro work. Sounds like a great way to bring more understanding of the amazing world 🌍 of #MacroSW https://t.co/UM1yr7HQZO

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@AmberSaysShine there will be an archive posted shortly after the chat - easy way to read through all the tweets! Look for it at the blog post https://t.co/V5nltnsrx
#MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: I mean why not? Lots of podcasts regarding micro work. Sounds like a great way to bring more understanding of the amazing...

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @MarshAlesia: I mean why not? Lots of podcasts regarding micro work. Sounds like a great way to bring more understanding of the amazing...

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
RT @DrTSharpe: Homicide is a persistent health disparity maintained by structural inequities that disproportionately impact Black males in...

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
RT @DrTSharpe: At the end of the day we must be prepared to ASSESS, APPLY and ACT. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
@AmberSaysShine Welcome to #MacroSW!

UB-Social Work @ubssw
Side note: We've got participants from 14 states tonight AL, CA, IA, KS, KY, MA, MD, MI, NC, NY, PA, SC, TX, VA- did I miss any locations? #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
RT @DrTSharpe: ...for the purpose of APPLYING this knowledge to develop a set of culturally responsive interventions that can best assist...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @laurahitchcock: @karenzgoda @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @polISW @porndaughter @spcummings @AlyssaLotmore That is o...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSWW: @DrTSharpe Your research involves work with family members of people murdered - can you say more about this? #MacroSW #Trau...

Melanie Baker, MSW @mcbaker67
RT @UBSSW: @AmberSaysShine there will be an archive posted shortly after the chat - easy way to read through all the tweets! Look for it at...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: There is a physical, mental and emotional toll from structural inequalities. The macro work is critical, but here is whe...

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @UBSSW: @AmberSaysShine there will be an archive posted shortly after the chat - easy way to read through all the tweets! Look for it at…
Stephen Cummings @scummins
@AmberSaysShine Welcome to #MacroSW! Join us on Thursday nights and --- voila -- no more FOMO.

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
Agreed, super important #MacroSW https://t.co/kLBaZyNwCx

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome to #MacroSW! https://t.co/KUJFRmKpzk

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @UBSSW: Side note: We've got participants from 14 states tonight AL, CA. IA, KS, KY, MA, MD, MI, NC, NY, PA, SC, TX, VA- did I miss any…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @AmberSaysShine there will be an archive posted shortly after the chat - easy way to read through all the tweets! Look for it at…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @UBSSW: Side note: We've got participants from 14 states tonight AL, CA. IA, KS, KY, MA, MD, MI, NC, NY, PA, SC, TX, VA- did I miss any…

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
@DrTSharpe @SafeStreetsBalt How do we address the fundamental and historical root of the role of the police? Rooted in slave patrols, the fundamental power relationship must be addressed so that the police serve and protect, not serve and occupy. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
WOW. #MacroSW https://t.co/VOhIo4KvgM

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
My research is focused on examining the sociocultural factors that influence the coping strategies of African American family members of homicide victims... #MacroSW https://t.co/WJWQjlf1Wd

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@AmberSaysShine Might I ask how you found out about #MacroSW?

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @DrTSharpe: I agree, at the end of the day it is very much about relationships, this is why police and community engagement is fundament…

#MacroSW Moderator @officialmacrosw
RT @DrTSharpe: My research is focused on examining the sociocultural factors that influence the coping strategies of African American famil…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @SunyaFolayan: @DrTSharpe @SafeStreetsBalt How do we address the fundamental and historical root of the role of the police? Rooted in sl…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: Agreed, super important #MacroSW https://t.co/KL8AZyNwCx

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: @DrTSharpe @SafeStreetsBalt How do we address the fundamental and historical root of the role of the police? Rooted in sl…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: My research is focused on examining the sociocultural factors that influence the coping strategies of African American famil…

C.L. Davis @cl_davis
@MarshAlesia #MacroSW @VeterinarySWK Very much so…

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
@karenzgoda @AmberSaysShine I found out about #MacroSW a couple of weeks ago. My professor introduced it to our class.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@VeterinarySWK @AmberSaysShine Please thank your professor for sharing the #MacroSW info! I hope you are having a great time tonight!

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: @VeterinarySWK @AmberSaysShine I found out about #MacroSW a couple of weeks ago. My professor introduced it to our class.

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: @VeterinarySWK @AmberSaysShine Please thank your professor for sharing the #MacroSW info! I hope you are having a great tim…

Dr. Jodi J Frey @jodijfrey
Love seeing my colleague and dear friend on tonight’s tweet. So much we can learn from @DrTSharpe & her research #macrosw @mdsocialwork
https://t.co/LZZY8TQug

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: @VeterinarySWK @AmberSaysShine Please thank your professor for sharing the #MacroSW info! I hope you are having a great tim…

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @JodiJFrey: Love seeing my colleague and dear friend on tonight’s tweet. So much we can learn from @DrTSharpe & her research #macrosw @im…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @JodiJFrey: Love seeing my colleague and dear friend on tonight’s tweet. So much we can learn from @DrTSharpe & her research #macrosw @im…

Kathern @dunekat14
RT @JodiJFrey: Love seeing my colleague and dear friend on tonight’s tweet. So much we can learn from @DrTSharpe & her research #macrosw @im…

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
@karenzgoda @AmberSaysShine I’m having a great time and enjoying the learning experience. I look forward to participating again. #SWK3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VeterinarySWK: @karenzgoda @AmberSaysShine I’m having a great time and enjoying the learning experience. I look forward to participatin…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VeterinarySWK: @karenzgoda @AmberSaysShine I’m having a great time and enjoying the learning experience. I look forward to participatin…

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
Yes, and you can find these discussions in our archives. We strive to address current topics of relevance, and are always open to charting new territory. Glad you stopped by this evening. Come back! We are here every Thursday except during scheduled breaks. #MacroSW https://t.co/oI6h2vjxNs
Looking forward to hosting next week, when @birdgirl1001 and @DrKristie are guest experts for the #MacroSW chat about "Us Too? Sexual Harassment in Social Work Education." The post for this chat will be up on Fri. Jan. 19: https://t.co/N7iOpTuQG #MeToo #HigherEd #SocialWork https://t.co/xctjU8nNvL

RT @SunyaFolayan: Yes, and you can find these discussions in our archives. We strive to address current topics of relevance, and are always…

Special thank you to our guest expert @DrTSharpe for joining & sharing with us tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/KRKIkMFnQM

Do you think the work around homicide will be positively impacted by social worker police team ups #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: Special thank you to our guest expert @DrTSharpe for joining & sharing with us tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/KRKIkMFnQM

Thank you @DrTSharpe @karenzgoda for a wonderful chat. What a great way to start 2018! #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: Special thank you to our guest expert @DrTSharpe for joining & sharing with us tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/KRKIkMFnQM

Next Week: #MacroSW host @PatShellySSW welcomes guest experts @birdgirl1001 & @DrKristie discuss sexual harassment & assault in the social work workplace #MeToo

Looking forward to hosting next week, when @birdgirl1001 and @DrKristie are guest experts for the #MacroSW chat about "Us Too? Sexual Harassment in Social Work Education." The post for this chat will be up on Fri. Jan. 19: https://t.co/N7iOpTuQG #MeToo #HigherEd #SocialWork https://t.co/xctjU8nNvL

I certainly do not have all of the answers Sunya but I do believe social workers can play a pivotal role in training and educating police officers around issues of cultural trauma, polyvictimization and their impact on individual and community behavioral health outcomes https://t.co/u5sYvxQbaQ

RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to hosting next week, when @birdgirl1001 and @DrKristie are guest experts for the #MacroSW chat about "Us Too? Sexual Harassment in Social Work Education." The post for this chat will be up on Fri. Jan. 19: https://t.co/N7iOpTuQG #MeToo #HigherEd #SocialWork https://t.co/xctjU8nNvL

Huh, now I gotta go back and see. I probably saw @UBSSW tweet about it. LCSW in L.A., program mgr of welfare-to-work MH services. Macro focus in school and get so annoyed when colleagues think "macro" ends at understanding Medicaid billing. #macroSW

Yes, thank you to @DrTSharpe for your research and all the info tonight! And thanks to @karenzgoda too! #macrosw https://t.co/BLX7R8mEUx
RT @karenzgoda: Next Week: #MacroSW host @PatShellySSW welcomes guest experts @birdgirl1001 & @DrKristie discuss sexual harassment & assaul…

Shakesha Stribling @veterinaryswk
RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to hosting next week, when @birdgirl1001 and @DrKristie are guest experts for the #MacroSW chat about "Us Too?…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
See you next week! #MacroSW https://t.co/w0Zz7WkF9K

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@duneKat14 Thanks - will add! #macroSW (15 states and one territory...)

Kathern @duneKat14
RT @UBSSW: Yes, thank you to @DrTSharpe for your research and all the info tonight! And thanks to @karenzgoda too! #macrosw https://t.co/BL…

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
@karenzgoda @DrTSharpe Thank you @DrTSharpe #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @vilissathompson
@DrTSharpe @SafeStreetsBalt Does your work dive into the disability factor? I’ve seen the omission of disability in this work, that’s not just medical model centered, as a striking & concerning exclusion. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW https://t.co/8sOveMqj43

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Next Week: #MacroSW host @PatShellySSW welcomes guest experts @birdgirl1001 & @DrKristie discuss sexual harassment & assaul…

Melanie Baker, MSW @mcbaker67
RT @karenzgoda: Next Week: #MacroSW host @PatShellySSW welcomes guest experts @birdgirl1001 & @DrKristie discuss sexual harassment & assaul…

Christina Marsh LMSW @marshalesia
RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to hosting next week, when @birdgirl1001 and @DrKristie are guest experts for the #MacroSW chat about "Us Too?…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: See you next week!! #MacroSW https://t.co/w0Zz7WkF9K

Sunya Folayan @sunyafolayan
@DrTSharpe @SafeStreetsBalt A3: So sorry... I really meant to say in my last response the last sentence "serve and protect not occupy and patrol". #macroSw Thank you for your contribution tonight.

Kathern @duneKat14
@DrTSharpe Thank you for all the hours spent researching this important topic. Take Care! #MacroSW

Kathern @duneKat14
RT @karenzgoda: Next Week: #MacroSW host @PatShellySSW welcomes guest experts @birdgirl1001 & @DrKristie discuss sexual harassment & assaul…

UB-Social Work @ubssw
@duneKat14 @officialmacrosw @karenzgoda @DuneKat14 - add Wisconsin to the list!! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Background: @DrTSharpe introduced me to @deadpoolmovie and I am SO GRATEFUL. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CL_Davis: @DrTSharpe Do you think the work around homicide will be positively impacted by social worker police team ups #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to hosting next week, when @birdgirl1001 and @DrKristie are guest experts for the #MacroSW chat about "Us Too?"
23 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Yes, and you can find these discussions in our archives. We strive to address current topics of relevance, and are always...
23 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @VilissaThompson: @DrTSharpe @SafeStreetsBalt Does your work dive into the disability factor? I've seen the omission of disability in th...
22 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Awesome!! Thank you for joining us tonight and we'll see you soon! #MacroSW https://t.co/Tni5M6ShFr
22 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/8S0VeMqj43
22 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @SunyaFolayan: @DrTSharpe @SafeStreetsBalt A3: So sorry... I really meant to say in my last response the last sentence "serve and protec...
22 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JodiJFrey: Love seeing my colleague and dear friend on tonight's tweet. So much we can learn from @DrTSharpe & her research #macrosw @m...
22 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @karenzgoda: Awesome!! Thank you for joining us tonight and we'll see you soon! #MacroSW https://t.co/Tni5M6ShFr
22 minutes ago

Tanya L Sharpe @drtsharpe
I am extremely hopeful and intend to help explore these types of collaborative, community based initiatives #MacroSW https://t.co/hnh68Y42Rv
22 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: Excellent point! I would love to talk to you more about this #MacroSW https://t.co/Za0zUbQzGS
21 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @PatShellySSW: Great to have everyone tonight participating in the MacroSW chat. We are getting a lot of great discussion and expa...
21 minutes ago

Dr. Melissa Bird @birdgirl1001
RT @karenzgoda: @DrTSharpe @SafeStreetsBalt A3: So sorry... I really meant to say in my last response the last sentence "serve and protec...
21 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: I am extremely hopeful and intend to help explore these types of collaborative, community based initiatives #MacroSW https:/...
21 minutes ago

Dr. Melissa Bird @birdgirl1001
RT @karenzgoda: Awesome!! Thank you for joining us tonight and we'll see you soon! #MacroSW https://t.co/Tni5M6ShFr
21 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: Excellent point! I would love to talk to you more about this #MacroSW https://t.co/Za0zUbQzGS
20 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DuneKat14: @DrTSharpe Thank you for all the hours spent researching this important topic. Take Care! #MacroSW
20 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: @DrTSharpe @SafeStreetsBalt A3: So sorry... I really meant to say in my last response the last sentence "serve and protec...
20 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @ubssw
RT @DrTSharpe: Excellent point! I would love to talk to you more about this #MacroSW https://t.co/Za0zUbQzGS
20 minutes ago
Vilissa Thompson @villissathompson
RT @DrTSharpe: Excellent point! I would love to talk to you more about this #MacroSW https://t.co/Za0zUbQzGS

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: Excellent point! I would love to talk to you more about this #MacroSW https://t.co/Za0zUbQzGS

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: Excellent point! I would love to talk to you more about this #MacroSW https://t.co/Za0zUbQzGS

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: I am extremely hopeful and intend to help explore these types of collaborative, community based initiatives #MacroSW https://…

C.L. Davis @cl_davis
RT @DrTSharpe: I am hopeful as well. Thank you for your time. #MacroSW

C.L. Davis @cl_davis
RT @DrTSharpe: I am extremely hopeful and intend to help explore these types of collaborative, community based initiatives #MacroSW https://…

Tanya L Sharpe @dttrashpe
It has been a pleasure everyone. I so enjoy the great energy and commitment to our profession found here at #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW https://t.co/o4b888znn1

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrTSharpe: It has been a pleasure everyone. I so enjoy the great energy and commitment to our profession found here at #MacroSW
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